Your event
in the right
hands

Established in 1990 as a Destination Management
Company, Honeywell Events is today Cyprus’ leading
award-winning DMC. With the experience of handling
a great number of events for groups ranging from less
than 10 to more than 1000 participants, Honeywell
Events provides programs to the world’ top companies,
such as Coca-Cola, Nycomed, Novartis, Abbott, Nestle,
Merz, Oriflame, Ferrero, Johnson & Johnson, etc.
Our team of young ambitious professionals is ready
to take the company to a brand new level. And we are
confident in our success considering our long-standing
reputation and strong partnership with the best
suppliers in the country.
We are very eager to collaborate with like-minded
people, who will share our values, ideas and be
passionate about our projects together.

our team
SPYROS SPYROU
CEO
Offering experience,
strategic guidelines,
ensuring the application
of our high values for
customers and in every
partnership; problems solver.

daria pisareva
PROJECT MANAGER
More than 3 years in the
company, great experience
with Russian clients,
Russian nationality herself,
lover of Cyprus,
the implementer.

andreas SPYROU

constantinos kivittis

GENERAL MANAGER
Offering knowledge,
aspiration and
experience,
operations efficiency.

DEPUTY GENERAL
MANAGER
Offering close customer
care, operations
efficiency,
detail supervision.

kristina pimenova
EVENT EXECUTIVE
Newest member of team,
quick learner, enthusiastic,
lover of Cyprus, close ooperation
and assisting to Daria

CYPRUS IS
A BASE FOR
YOUR SUCCESSFUL
EVENT

HISTORY
Cyprus is a small island with a long history
and a rich culture that spans 10,000 years,
making it one of the oldest civilisations in the
Mediterranean. The island’s unique geographic
position has played an important part in its
turbulent past since antiquity. Its Prehistoric
Age inhabitants were joined 3500 years ago by
the Mycenaean Greeks, who introduced and
established their civilisation, thus permanently
instilling the island’s Greek roots. Many
other cultures followed thereafter, including
Phoenicians, Assyrians, Egyptians, Romans,
Franks, Venetians, Ottomans and British have
created a mosaic of different cultures and periods.

CULTURE
Hundreds of historical monuments, art galleries
and theatrical performances are ready to unravel
the long cultural and historical character of the
island.
Local and foreign visitors should not miss the
unique theatrical or musical performances given
in many villages, at outdoor areas in picturesque
landscapes, offering an alternative enjoyable
experience.

ART
Visitors should also take a look at the numerous
creative exhibitions of photographs or paintings
organized over the year in many cities and
villages across the island.

RELIGION
An ethereal and blessed land, Cyprus’s religious
roots are both sacred and humbling, as evidenced
by the impressive number of monuments of
religious devotion that tell the story of the
island’s path to Christianity and its deep faith,
from inception to the present day.
Discover the churches, chapels and monasteries
of the island, and immerse yourself in their
journey of faith, history and culture. Through
their unique structures; the biblical stories told
in ancient icons and frescos; rich Ecclesiastical
museums, and a Byzantine treasure trove of
10 painted mountain churches so religiously
priceless that they are part of the UNESCO World
Heritage List.

CUISINE
The ritual of sharing good, fresh local cuisine is
an important part of the island’s culture, and
is intrinsically linked with every social event,
from family gatherings and special occasions to
religious festivals… each marked with its own
distinct delicacies and recipes.
And it is no secret that the ‘Mediterranean diet’
is considered to be of the healthiest, thanks to
its abundance of heart-healthy olive oil, pulses,
lean meat, local herbs and freshly grown fruits
and vegetables. Add to this the favourable
climate - that gives the fresh produce its intense
flavour - and a celebration around every corner,
complete with special treats, and you will find
a big gastronomic adventure awaits on this tiny
island!

WINE
The island has a long-standing tradition of winemaking
that dates back to Ancient Greek, Roman and Egyptian
times.The grape varieties of the island are some of
the oldest in the world, with the sweet dessert wine
of Commandaria (Commandaria) remaining the oldest
named wine still in production.
Wine connoisseurs will be pleased to know that many
of the island’s wineries and wine-producing villages and
monasteries are open for tours and tasting of their ‘nectar
of the Gods’*, whilst the annual Lemesos Wine Festival is
a ten-day celebration of wine and merriment, held at the
end of August/beginning of September.

LAND ACTIVITIES
Training hard doesn’t mean having to train in harsh
conditions, and there is no better motivator than
practising and preparing for the sport you love on
an island where the pleasant climate combines
with beautiful Mediterranean surroundings - and
first-rate amenities - to inspire success for the
coming season.
From floodlit, grass pitches and modern arenas;
heated swimming pools and fully-equipped
sports centres; high-tech ranges and trails or
tracks; progressive gyms and challenging natural
terrain… you will find collectives of cyclists,
swimmers, runners, gymnasts, multi-discipline
athletes, footballers, and tennis and volleyball
players working hard…

SEA ACTIVITIES
Few feelings can compare to that of sinking your
toes into warm sand… of the sun kissing your
skin, and your senses taking in the fresh, salty
breeze and the endless views of glittering blue
waters.
Take a stroll to a backdrop of sea and bobbing
boats at one of the quaint piers, marinas and
harbours…. try your hand at reeling in the ‘catch
of the day’ on a fishing trip, or discover the coves
and caves of the different coastal areas on a boat
trip.
For the more daring visitor, the island’s ideal
wind and water conditions open up endless
possibilities for exhilarating sports such as
windsurfing, sailing and kitesurfing.

SPORTS
Cyprus is known for holding various important
sports events, which are recognized all over the
world.
Perfect climate conditions, together with proper
accommodation options and services make
Cyprus an excellent country to organize sports
events, as well as a base for professional training.
One of the biggest events in Cyprus - International
LImassol Marathon, fully accredited by AIMS, is
a flat course which follows the Mediterranean
coastline. From the centre of the city, along the
beachfront, to the ruins of the ancient Royal
city of Amathus, and back to the city. 42.195
kilometres. 26.2188 miles. 26.2188 smiles.

wildlife
30 mammal species, 25 amphibian and reptile
species, 370 bird species, 250 fish species and
about 6000 insects species have been reported
in Cyprus until now.
flora and a diverse fauna albeit with relatively
few mammals. Like most modern countries, the
natural habitats in Cyprus have been steadily
disappearing, currently retaining only 20% of its
original habitat due to rapid urbanization, usage
of forests for commercial purposes, tourism
and various other reasons. One of the unique
features of Cyprus’ habitats is the wild and sharp
differences in elevations and habitats in different
parts of the island as well as different climate
conditions, all of which supply a diverse habitat
for a unique array of fauna and flora.

people
Cypriot hospitality is legendary. More than just
a friendly smile and a “Yah sou”, Cypriots have
a warm and loving nature that really impresses
upon visitors every time they come to Cyprus,
no matter what their race or creed. In shops,
tavernas, cafes and bars the atmosphere is
relaxed and welcoming. Much of the population
speaks English, even if at times it is a little
broken, and they will do their utmost to help you
no matter what the situation.
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